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1. Introduction. In this paper we consider the solution of a linear second
order parabolic differential equation in a rectangle

1 {(x,t)10 <x < 1,0 < t_< T},

where the usual initial dt is replaced by Cuchy dt, u nd u, specified on
a verticul line segment inside the rectangle. The problem is not well posed in
the sense of Hdmrd. As n example, consider the solutions

u(x, ) n exp {-4n2t} sin 2n-x

of

u,, u, 0, in P,

u(0, t) u(1, t) 0, 0 < t_< T,

u(1/2, t) 0, 1/2T __% _< T,

ux(1/2, t) 2n2( 1)’ exp {- 4nrt}, 1/2T _< T.

Obviously, as n tends to infinity, the dt sequence tends to zero in the mxi-
mum norm while the solution sequence tends to infinity in the mximum norm.
Thus, such problems do not depend continuously upon the dt without some
additional information. Physically, it is nturl to ssume that solutions to
such problems are bounded in absolute vlue by m known positive constant.
With this dditionl specification of dt, we demonstrate that on compact
subsets of r the solution depends HSlder continuously upon the dt.
For problems which are not well posed in the sense of Hdmrd that re

subject to dditionl dt such as the specification of an priori bound for
the solution, it is usually esy to show vim equicontinuity rguments that on
compact subsets of the domain of definition of the solution, the solution depends
continuously upon the dt. However, in order to estimate the effectiveness of
numerical procedures for approxirnting these solutions, it is important to
know the form of the continuous dependence on the dt. A lrge body of
recent work hs been concerned with the estimation of the form of the continuous
dependence on the dt for such problems s the Cuchy problem for Lplce’s
equation [24], [30], nlytic continuation [8], [15], continuation of solutions of
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